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This report highlights the business results observed by
firms seamlessly integrating chat within their omnichannel
customer experience programs. It also highlights the
building blocks needed to succeed in such an integration.
The ROI of Integrating Chat with Omni-Channel CX Programs
Customer interactions today span a multitude of channels. In fact, findings from
Aberdeen’s February 2020 Customer Experience Executive’s Agenda 2020 survey
show that one out of two firms use at least 10 channels (e.g., web, social media, chat,
email, messaging) to interact with their current and potential customers. Chat with live
and virtual agents (see sidebar) is one of the most widely used and fast-growing
channels used in CX programs in the contact center and beyond, with 69% of firms
currently using it in their activities.
The adoption and use of chat in on the rise across companies of all sizes and in all
industries. Aberdeen’s June 2020 The Intelligent Contact Center survey revealed that
service leaders expect the greatest increase in the number of customer interactions in
2020 and 2021 to be through chat on the company website and mobile application,
with 71% expecting increase in number of chat sessions through mobile applications
and 67% expecting increase in the number of sessions through the company website.
Such increases in the number of chat sessions aren’t restricted to conversations with
employees in customer service or sales. Virtual agents / chat bot technology enabling
customers to interact with ‘digital employees’ is also on the rise with 41% of firms
currently using this technology and 29% planning to incorporate it within their activities
until the end of 2021.
So, how are CX leaders implementing chat in a way that helps them achieve desired
results? To answer this question, we analyzed the performance of chat users across
several key performance indicators (KPIs), and separated chat users into two
categories: Best-in-Class and All Others. The findings revealed that top performers are
not just distinguishing themselves through their superior performance across a variety
of KPIs. They also distinguish themselves by how they implement and use chat in their
CX programs. Specifically, they seamlessly integrate chat with their omni-channel
activities (see sidebar).
Integrating chat with broader omni-channel activities delivers significant pay-off.
Figure 1 shows that top performing firms using chat capabilities achieve 9.9x greater
annual increase in customer satisfaction rates, compared to their lower performing
counterparts using chat in a siloed fashion (27.6% vs. 2.8%). Happy customers reward
the Best-in-Class with their loyalty: the top performers report 8.1x greater annual
increase in customer retention rates (26.6% vs. 3.3%). Given their success in
improving the key CX metrics in Figure 1 below, we can state that Best-in-Class firms
that integrate chat with their omni-channel activities ultimately build a distinct
advantage in achieving their CX performance goals (e.g., improving customer
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Definitions:
For the purposes of this
research, Aberdeen makes
the following definitions:
-Chat: conversational
capabilities that customers
use to interact with
employees (e.g., contact
center agents, inside sales
representatives) through
text via a company website
or mobile application. It also
includes capabilities
enabling customers to
interact with a chat bot /
virtual agent through text or
voice.
-Omni-channel: managing
customer conversations
across all business
departments and interaction
channels in such a way that
customers receive
consistent and personalized
messages — regardless of
which channel they use to
interact with a firm and
which department within the
firm they interact.
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satisfaction, reducing customer churn), compared to their competitors that also use
chat but don’t integrate it with their activities across all channels.
Year-over-year percent change, n=307

Figure 1: Savvy Use of Chat Helps Firms Reduce Cost and Grow Revenue
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The findings in Figure 1 indicate that Best-in-Class users of chat also excel in driving
sales and service excellence. On the sales side, they achieve 13.5% year-over-year
increase in average revenue per contact, compared to 1.4% decrease by All Others.
Let’s consider an e-commerce organization with 100,000 chat sessions (with live
agents or virtual agents) during a given year and with $50 in average customer spend.
If this firm integrated its chat activities with its broader omni-channel efforts, it would
enjoy $675,000 incremental annual growth in revenue (100,000 times $50 times
13.5%). In comparison, if this firm used chat in a siloed fashion, it would observe
$70.000 annual decrease in revenue — reflecting $745,000 in incremental annual
revenue growth enjoyed by firms using chat in integration with their omni-channel
activities. The five-year payback from such integration of chat and omni-channel
programs would translate to $3.72 million.
On the service side, integrating chat with omni-channel activities helps reduce the
repeat contact that occurs as a result of customer confusion due to inconsistent
messages received across chat and other channels. This, in turn, helps reduce
incremental agent labor costs, telephony costs, and cost of issuing account credits or
reimbursements to mitigate the negative impact of delivering inconsistent customer
experiences across chat and other channels. As such, integrating chat and omnichannel activities helps Best-in-Class firms achieve 12.6x greater annual improvement
(decrease) in service costs (10.1% vs. 0.8%).

CX leaders have
increased their
adoption of chat
capabilities by 209%
between 2012 and
2020.
Another 30% of firms
also consider adding
chat capabilities within
their CX programs.

How to Get Started with Integrating Chat with Your Omni-Channel
Activities
One of most common reasons why firms have yet to integrate chat with their omnichannel activities is because they struggle with where and how to get started. To
reveal how Best-in-Class firms integrate chat with their omni-channel programs, we
compared adoption rates of various capabilities by these firms versus those using chat
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in a siloed fashion. As depicted in Figure 2, one of the capabilities almost universally
adopted by top performing chat users is ensuring that messages delivered to
customers across all channels are both consistent and personalized. While many CX
leaders aim to accomplish this goal, doing so requires executing a well-crafted strategy
that enables building a holistic view of customer data captured across numerous
sources (e.g., interaction channels, agent applications, routing, self-service and
analytics).
Data captured through different sources is often easier to connect when firms use
cloud technology to manage and store customer insights. Many cloud-based CX
applications have integrations that enable companies to more easily integrate data
captured within one system (e.g., chat) with insights already available in cloud-based
customer data repositories (e.g., CRM). Once firms establish a unified view of
customer insights, it is then easier for employees (both human and digital / bots) to
observe data about previous interactions across other channels and use it to ensure
the consistency and personalization of chat sessions along with reporting and
analytics. Similarly, a unified view of data also enables firms to use the insights
captured through chat to ensure that future interactions across other channels are
consistent with the messages delivered through prior sessions.
Figure 2: Key Capabilities to Integrate Chat with Omni-Channel Programs
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While unifying customer insights across the business makes it easier to ensure the
consistency and personalization of customer interactions across all channels, savvy
CX leaders know that they must continuously gauge the success of their activities to
further improve their results and outpace competitors. To this point, data shows that
these leaders are 71% more likely to regularly analyze chat transcripts to uncover
optimization opportunities (89% vs. 52%). Data also shows that the Best-in-Class are
3.0x more likely to use machine learning (67% vs. 22%) and automation (54% vs.
18%) capabilities to automate the process of analyzing chat transcripts. Doing so
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allows firms to analyze a vast volume of data without human resource limitations.
Machine learning also helps uncover root-causes of efficiencies (sessions associated
with positive customer feedback) and inefficiencies (sessions associated with repeat
customer contact). These insights are invaluable for CX leaders, as it helps them
optimize use of chat while simultaneously using it in better coordination with their
activities across other customer interaction channels.
Figure 2 shows that Best-in-Class users of chat are also 77% more likely to create
customer journey maps (83% vs. 47%). Journey mapping is a critical enabler, helping
firms ensure the consistency and personalization of customer interactions as they
evolve from customers becoming aware of a brand, product, or service, to making a
purchase, receiving a bill, requesting support, and making repeat purchases. Firms
that ensure that their activities across all of these stages are both consistent and
personalized to the unique needs of each client are more likely to delight their
customers and achieve their goals. Considering that top performing firms are more
likely to use journey mapping to support integrating chat with their omni-channel
programs, it’s not surprising that they are also enjoying superior results across KPIs
such as customer satisfaction, revenue growth, and service cost reduction.
Synchronizing customer journeys across a variety of channels can be a daunting task.
The good news is that companies have several tools available to help them map
customer journeys and then ensure that they manage them in a consistent and
personalized fashion. Figure 2 shows that Best-in-Class users of chat capabilities are
84% more likely to leverage automation to tailor customer journeys based on the
context of previous interactions across all channels (81% vs. 44%). This means that
firms using chat can leverage automation capabilities to further strengthen their ability
to ensure consistency and personalization of customer interactions. For example, if a
customer called a telecommunications services provider to inquire about a recent bill
but hung up due to lengthy wait times and then went on the company website to use
chat for support on the same issue, automation would allow the service provider to ask
the customer during the chat session if they’re contacting the business to inquire about
a recent bill. Such seamless integration of chat and omni-channel activities is the
reason why Best-in-Class firms maximize the returns from using chat capabilities.

Unifying customer data
across all channels and
building journey maps
to build context to
buyer interactions is
crucial to enable chat
capabilities that ensure
consistency and
personalization.
Don’t forget that
technologies such as
machine learning and
automation make it
easier to leverage vast
volumes of data across
all channels to facilitate
your ability to
synchronize chat
conversations with
customer interactions
across other channels.

While automation enables firms to synchronize customer conversations across chat
and other channels, it’s important to remember that employees must also be
empowered with contextual insights they need to ensure the consistency and
personalization of interactions when they use chat and other channels. As an example,
in our above case of the telecommunications services provider, if the customer
initiated their journey of seeking billing support on live chat and then called to receive
support over the phone, the agent helping the client should have visibility into the
information captured during the chat session to avoid asking repetitive questions to the
and ensure a consistent and personalized interaction. Figure 2 shows that Best-inClass users of chat understand the importance of empowering agents with such
contextual insights, where they are 17% more likely to enable agents with a detailed
view of data captured across all channels (83% vs. 71%).
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Key Takeaways
Aberdeen’s research shows that chat is not only used widely already, but firms also
plan to increase their adoption and use even further, with 30% of companies
participating in the CX Executive’s Agenda 2020 survey noting that they have plans to
incorporate chat capabilities within their CX activities.A comparison of chat adoption
between Aberdeen’s 2012 CX research findings (33%) and 2020 findings (69%) shows
that CX leaders have increased their adoption by 209% — in other words, by more
than twice in a matter of eight years.
There are many reasons driving the aforementioned increase in chat adoption across
companies of all sizes and industries. For one, customers today are more comfortable
using chat to buy products / services and request support. Second, chat capabilities
have become more advanced. Agent-assisted live chat now provides agents with
visibility into customer interactions across other channels, enabling agents to
personalize the chat session to the unique needs of the customer while ensuring that
the customer experience remains consistent. Virtual agent / bot capabilities have also
become much more sophisticated. Powered by advanced machine learning
algorithms, these digital employees learn and adapt to address evolving customer
needs while ensuring that chat sessions are seamlessly integrated with the broader
omni-channel activities. Furthermore, chat sessions can now feature rich-media
content allowing customers to share and view videos and images, send and receive
links to knowledgebase articles, and intelligent self-service capabilities weaved within
chat bot interactions, allowing customers to check account balances, process product
returns, etc. Using machine learning service leaders can even provide agents
managing chat sessions with real-time guidance on how to best manage sessions with
the help of insights revealed through machine learning and interaction analytics.
Whether you’re currently using chat or planning to use it in your activities, we highly
recommend that you don’t use it as a siloed interaction channel. Firms that get the
most out of chat capabilities distinguish themselves by integrating it with their omnichannel activities so their customers receive truly consistent and personalized
experiences, regardless of the business department they’re interacting with or the
channels they use to interact with those departments.
Another criteria to gauge if you’re really getting the most benefits from chat is the
overall decrease in your service costs. Compared to phone calls, chat sessions are a
less expensive way to address customer issues. As such, growth in the volume of chat
interactions should enable you with decrease in your service costs, compared to the
same conversations handled through phone.
We also highly suggest observing which of the capabilities in Figure 2 you're currently
using if you already use chat within your CX channel-mix. Mark those capabilities that
you’re not currently using, and prioritize implementing them in your business to boost
the results of your chat capabilities. If you’re not currently using chat but planning or
considering to do so, we highly suggest that you design your chat capabilities to be
seamlessly integrated with your activities across all other channels. This will help you
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maximize the likelihood of aligning your performance with that of Best-in-Class chat
users. We also suggest prioritizing adopting the capabilities that are widely deployed
by those top performers to provide you a roadmap to achieve quick and significant
return on investment (ROI) on your chat investments.
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About Aberdeen
Since 1988, Aberdeen has published research that helps businesses
worldwide to improve their performance. Our analysts derive fact-based,
vendor-neutral insights from a proprietary analytical framework, which
identifies Best-in-Class organizations from primary research conducted with
industry practitioners. The resulting research content is used by hundreds
of thousands of business professionals to drive smarter decision-making
and improve business strategies. Aberdeen is headquartered in Waltham,
Massachusetts, USA.
This document is the result of primary research performed by Aberdeen
and represents the best analysis available at the time of publication. Unless
otherwise noted, the entire contents of this publication are copyrighted by
Aberdeen and may not be reproduced, distributed, archived, or transmitted
in any form or by any means without prior written consent by Aberdeen.
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